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A comfortable sofa is an

extension of the bed. Thanks to

this setting and expressive

color, it becomes the focal

point of the room and an

interesting "eyecatcher".

HOTEL HOTELDECO

Furniture equipment for a
demanding customer being the
quintessence of elegance and
exquisite taste. The slightly

stylized character of the interior
has been complited with the
trendiest colors of additions,

thanks to which the final effect
hits the tastes of a wide range of

recipients.
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The modern wardrobe with

the side made of glass thanks

to its construction not has to

be placed by the wall.

Cupboards with the double-

sided access allow for any

placing this piece of furniture

in the room.

Using modern furniture with

high functional parameters

didn't change the designed

charm of "old Hollywood".

Golden supplements and the

original lighting cause that

staying in hotel with such

furnishings becomes a true

pleasure.

A crystal mirror with a classic
division and a stylish chair are
beautiful details that give the interior
a sophisticated character.
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DECO
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Decorative stitching of the
upholstered element is not
striking, but it makes the whole
headboard more elegant.

HOTEL HOTELSALT

Despite its simplicity, SALT
furniture contains many

interesting details which raise
their value.

The classic line is supplemented
with modern accents.

The classic line is complemented
by modern accents.

Particularly noteworthy are oval
elements that perfectly break

the simplicity of the other forms.
Seemingly incompatible, they are

the proverbial pinch of salt,
without which the room would

be bland and expressionless.
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The open wardrobe in a
minimalist form, easy access
and simplicity of maintenance
for the cleaning service.

The unusual phase on the
mirror refers to the corner

design detail of the cupboard of
the desk. The arrangement of
furniture holders used on the

cabinet fronts is also a
repetition of the shape of the

aforementioned corner.

Openwork bedside tables with oval
top can be set front or side.
This feature is very helpful
when changing the configuration of beds
- it saves a lot of space.

SALT
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VANDER HOTEL HOTEL

Sort of rawness may be

noticed in this interior. It is an

intentional effect. A classic

business room was a starting

point for the VANDER design.

It combines natural materials

such as solid wood with

simple, sort of masculine

forms. All ornaments are

redundant here – only

elegance and concrete

solutions matters.

Fully upholstered headboard

made of profiled panels with

different texture. There is a

possibility to change the type

and color of fabric on its

particular components thus a

a great deal of design

opportunities are available.
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A simple build-in wardrobe

uses full height of the room.

The mirror imitates another

wardrobe door. The bottom

cupboard contains a minibar

and a drawer with glasses.

On the top of it there is a lit

place for a welcome tray.

The bottom cabinet can be

opened handle-less. All other

doors have push to open and

silent closing system.

Desk and bedside

cabinets are made of brushed

and waxed wood.

We designed unique pillows

and bedspreads especially for

this system. The cushion and

upper headboard element are

quilted in the same way.

Bedside cabinets and coffee

table are mobile (on wheels).

VANDER
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Careful analysis of needs made for

a business class hotel allowed us

to create modern furniture that

combine practical solutions with a

fashionable austere elegance.

Solids and functions of the

furniture bond together, creating

a brand new facility, which

perfectly fits into cramped spaces.

This interpenetration effect is also

used to choose colors and

textures.

We have obtained more space

in the room by concentration

of elementary hotel furniture

functions in a single piece of

furniture (wardrobe + desk

with a minibar cupboard +

mirror + coat hanger)

HOTEL HOTELETNA

There is a possibility to use

a moisture- and stain-resistant

work top made of Corian® under

the welcome tray set with

an electric kettle.
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ETNA

Upholstered element made of

artificial leather with a texture

similar to a fabric. This material is

highly durable, fire- and

waterproof, easy to clean and

maintain, it has a special protection

against the development of fungi

and microorganisms.

Headboards thickness of 54mm

allows to route the cables

behind it thus the electric

sockets and switches can be

arranged anywhere on the

headboard.

The division of a larger closet

into two parts gives the guests

in a double room a greater range

of privacy and hygiene. Moreover

the direction of hangers minimizes

the depth of wardrobes and increases

the width of the corridor.

In this design we used

handy folding coat hangers.

Thin, hairpin type, metal legs are

not only durable and stable, but

make the furniture solid look

light and modern.
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BOLD HOTEL HOTEL

BOLD collection means

elegance and modern classic,

highlighted by framed

furniture doors, wooden legs

and crown moldings. The

large, entirely quilted

headboard complements the

view perfectly.

High headboard covering the

whole width of the bed is fully

upholstered with an interesting

quilting.

The first model of night table

has a door and wooden,

profiled legs
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BOLD

We can make different kinds

of quilting on the

upholstered headboard.

Wardrobes with framed doors

and a crown molding made of

wood have an additional

construction reinforcement and

special adjusting legs. Thanks to

this they are extremely stabile

and firm.

4 hinges for each door.

Doors have a silent closing

system.

An unusual division of furniture

fronts gives an opportunity to

instal a minibar.

The desk, night table and coffee

table have taper legs made of

wood.

Second model of night table has

high and straight wooden legs, it

can be made with a drawer or

without it.
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MAXX

In this furniture system we

mixed together several styles

and used a lot of different high

quality materials (black, high

gloss board and contrasting

wooden decor). The whole view

is complemented by additional

elements like stylish pouf, lamps

and textiles. There is something

which unites them in an

impressive way. Especially in this

project we used our knowledge

and passion for creating

furniture.

Headboards thickness of 46mm

allows to route the cables

behind it thus the electric

sockets and switches can be

arranged anywhere on the

headboard.

The headboard has a large

upholstering made of

interesting and easy to maintain

fabric.

HOTEL HOTEL



Night tables and coffee table

have legs made of wood.

The wardrobes are partially

opened. Chrome bars situated

at the bottom act as a suitcase

stand. Wardrobes have an

additional construction

reinforcement and special

adjusting legs. Thanks to this

they are very stabile and firm.

4 hinges for each door.

Doors have a silent closing

system.

We can make different kinds

of quilting on the

upholstered part of the

headboard.

The front edges of the top and

side boards are 5cm thick.

Innovative way of connecting

the furniture elements make the

furniture board look like a

veneer.
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MAXX
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LABUCHE HOTEL HOTEL

Fashionable white color which is

a main feature of the LABUCHE

system creates a nice contrast

with natural materials used in

arranged room. Monochrome

elements with white lamps and

TV complement brilliantly the

interior with wood, concrete or

brick finishings. The

unconventional location of the

furniture forces an alternative

logistics in a hotel room, which

introduces a breath of fresh air

in the arrangement.

Upholstered headboard

does not have to be

assembled on the wall.

Thanks to this we can

situate the bed in a non-

standard location, i.e. in the

middle of the room.
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The front edges of the top and

side boards are 5cm thick.

Innovative way of connecting

the furniture elements.

In wardrobes we used a

sliding translucent veil

instead of a regular door.

The wardrobes have an

additional construction

reinforcement and special

adjusting legs. Thanks to this

they are very stabile and

firm.

Wooden stool is not only an

additional seat in the room,

but also serves as an

excellent night table.

The doors for the cupboards

have silent closing system.

LABUCHE



We can add an upholstered

element to the headbord.

Build-in wardrobes with

sliding doors. It is possible to

add a mirror on the door.

An additional equipment (i.e.

ironing set) inside the

wardrobe as an option.

Practical and safe embedded

handles.

Carcasses and table tops are

made of a thick board.

FLY
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FLY HOTEL HOTEL

Modern lines of the furniture and

properly selected colors

resolutely emphasize the order

prevailed in the room. Hanging

cupboards and safe handles allow

the room-service to save time.

Many hotel guests will definitely

notice the neatness and

practicality of this room.

Headboards thickness of 46mm

allows to route the cables

behind it thus the electric

sockets and switches can be

arranged anywhere on the

headboard.
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Modern furniture with simple lines

in a very good price range is a

great solution for customers who

follow current design trends.

The furniture is used in both small

quest houses and large hotel

facilities due to its versatility and

adaptability even to small or

difficult room plans.

HOTEL HOTELHOTELSLIM

Headboards thickness of 46mm

allows to route the cables

behind it thus the electric

sockets and switches can be

arranged anywhere on the

headboard.



The upholstered element can

be made in one or two pieces.

We can place a panel for the

electricity on the desk.

We can add an upholstered

element to the headbord. The

client chooses the type of fabric

and quilting.

SLIM

The wardrobes are partially

opened. They have an additional

construction reinforcement and

special adjusting legs. Thanks to

this they are very stabile and

firm.

4 hinges for each door.

The cabinets and drawers can

be opened handle-less.

Doors have a silent closing

system.

The front edges of the top and

side boards are 5cm thick.

Innovative way of connecting

the furniture elements make the

furniture board look like a

veneer.
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VERONA

Timeless design in interesting

shapes with a combination of

chipboard and wood. Solid

baseboards and countertops

lined with an additional board

constitute the durability of the

furniture. VERONA blends

perfectly into the classic

interiors.

HOTEL HOTELHOTEL

Headboards thickness of 46mm

allows to route the cables

behind it thus the electric

sockets and switches can be

arranged anywhere on the

headboard.
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We can make the headboard

in a royal version, i.e. the

central part for the bed is

higher than the side parts for

the night cabinets, or in a

standard version, i.e. the

headboard have a constant

height.

The wardrobes have an additional

construction reinforcement and special

adjusting legs. Thanks to this they are

very stabile and firm.

4 hinges for each door.

Doors have a silent closing system.

Decorative wooden cornice

and pilasters on the headboard.

Countertops are lined with a

staggered additional board,

which acts as a construction

reinforcement and refers to

the classic headbord.

VERONA



We design and manufacture our

kitchenettes to fit perfectly into

the rest of the interior. They are

always adapted to the specific

dimensions in a room, therefore

they are practical and fully utilize

the available space.

Our offer is addressed also to the

owners of apartments and hotel

rooms equipped with a kitchen.

Our kitchenettes are matched

both in style and color to the rest

of the furniture we provide.

Consequently, the entire space of

the room is coherent and

functionally complete.

KITCHENETTES



Under cabinet LED lighting.

The work top covered with a laminate

protected against high temperature,

water vapor, detergents and UV radiation

furthermore it is resistant to stain,

impact and scratches.Available in

wide range of patterns and structures.

The panel above the worktop

in addition to the visual effect

protects the wall against dirt.

There are many options to configure

cabinets and drawers. A wide range

of handles (in this case aluminum

edge handle mounted on the top

of the furniture doors). The doors

can be equipped with a silent closing

systems.

We use granite sinks with a hygienic

certificate, resistant to staining, scratches

and impact.The color of the faucet

is matched to the color of the sink.

KITCHENETTES

There is a possibility of

a roller-blind installation

with a lock for an upper part

of the kitchen.

KÜCHENZEILEN
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INDYVIDUAL  PROJECTS

When our basic systems
will not meet

Your expectations,
we are able to develop

individual project.
We can do it ourselves

or in cooperation
with the designated designer.

We make sure that through
3D visualization
and samples presentation,
the idea for the interior
is shown as real as possible.
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To meet your expectations
and get the most interesting effect,
we use unconventional decors of
furniture boards and
selected fabrics
with high technical parameters.

We are able to provide
furniture for reception,

to dining room,
restaurant and lobby.

Thanks to such complex offer
we create cohesive interiors.

Our goal is not only remarkable
stylistics, but above all
providing a long lasting
and trouble-free use of
supplied furniture and accessories.

UNTYPICAL
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We also equip
dormitories

and apartments

Our goal is not only remarkable
stylistics, but above all
assurance long
and of banal use
of delivered furniture
and additions.
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UNTYPICAL
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UNTYPICAL

During cooperation with us,
you receive a comprehensive service.
Starting from the design
through production,
and assembly,
ending on warranty
and post-warranty service

Individual furniture is created
according to your expectations.

Elements are made in accordance
with current trends and meet

the requirements of functionality
and ergonomics of the rooms
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